NOT YOUR TYPICAL STARTUP ORGANIZATION

EVENTS FOR FOUNDERS

StartInCLE is a community of startup founders, executives, investors, and
freelancers. We’re all about making the lives of startup founders in Northeast Ohio
better while making the region more attractive to outsiders. StartInCLE is founder
led, founder focused, and pretty damned obsessed with our mission.

Founder Dinners
A monthly dinner where we bring together
founders for a nice meal and discuss the

ups, the downs, and the crazy parts of the
startup life.

Fireside Chats
We interview outside perspectives, experts,
and luminaries about startups, building
communities, and more with plenty of
Q&A and networking.

“

A great format for founders to have a more in-depth
conversation, catch up, and get to know each other. I like it
way better than a typical networking format.

WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW
Founders don’t tolerate bullshit and don’t have time for endless meetings and
talk. That’s why StartInCLE is always biased toward action. When in doubt, we do
something bold. This might piss some people off, but it’s the right mindset.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
We have at least two events each month, you’re always welcome! Or, join our online
communities. We have hundreds of people on our Facebook and Slack groups. Find
out more at startincle.com or reach out to getinvolved@startincle.com

Pitch Feedback
A low-key session of entrepreneurs who are
looking for help to build or improve their
pitch deck and narratives for fundraising
or sales.

Community Ofﬁce Hours
We assemble a group of diverse and varied
mentors to take quick meetings with

founders and entrepreneurs for advice and
building relationships.

Co-Founder Speed Dating
A quarterly gathering of new and

prospective founders to meet others that

might want to join forces as co-founders.

Much More!
Make sure to follow us on social media to
keep abreast of upcoming events!

HELP SUPPORT STARTINCLE
StartInCLE is a grassroots organization and 100% of our funding comes from the community. Founders contribute donations when
they can, and sponsors cover the rest. To contribute or sponsor, check out startincle.com/support. Thanks!

